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ARTICLE

Relative potency factor approach enables the use of in vitro information for
estimation of human effect factors for nanoparticle toxicity in life-cycle
impact assessment

Beatrice Salieria� , Jean-Pierre Kaiserb�, Matthias R€ossleinb�, Bernd Nowacka, Roland Hischiera and
Peter Wickb

aTechnology and Society Laboratory, Empa, St. Gallen, Switzerland; bParticles-Biology Interactions Laboratory, Empa, St. Gallen,
Switzerland

ABSTRACT
The major theme of the NRC report “Toxicity Testing in the Twenty-first Century” is to replace
animal testing by using alternative in vitro methods. Therefore, it can be expected that in the
future in vivo data will be replaced with in vitro data. Hence, there is a need for new strategies
to make use of the increasing amount of in vitro data when developing human toxicological
effect factors (HEF) to characterize the impact category of human toxicity in life cycle assess-
ment (LCA). Here, we present a new approach for deriving HEF for manufactured nanomaterials
(MNMs) based on the combined use of in vitro toxicity data and a relative potency factor (RPF)
approach. In vitro toxicity tests with nano-CuO, nano-Ag and nano-ZnO and their corresponding
ions were performed on THP-1, CaCo-2 and Hep-G2 cell lines. The ratio of the here calculated
EC50 of the ionic form and the nanoform corresponds to the Relative Potency Factor (RPF).
Using this approach, HEFs (case/kgintake) for the aforementioned nanoparticles were obtained.
Non-carcinogenic HEFs (case/kgintake) for exposure via ingestion of 5.9E-01, 7.5E-03 and 2.5 E-02
were calculated for nano-Ag, nano-CuO and nano-ZnO, respectively. The HEF values here pro-
posed were compared with HEF values extrapolated from in vivo toxicity data reported in the lit-
erature. The here presented procedure is the most appropriate approximation currently
available for using in vitro toxicity data on MNM for application in the field of LCIA.
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1. Introduction

The vision of the “Toxicity Testing in the Twenty-
first Century” and the R principle to Replace,
Reduce and Refine animal testing, is promoting the
shift from whole animal testing toward the use of
alternative in vitro testing strategies (NRC 2007;
Burden et al. 2017). Hence, there is an increasing
recognition of the need for alternative methods in
relation to classic in vivo testing to assess the
potential hazard of chemicals (Drasler et al. 2017).
Indeed, compared to in vivo testing, in vitro testing
offers the advantage of human based, cost- and
time effective alternatives (Collins et al. 2017),
allowing the complementation of animal testing on
a long-term scale (Wick et al. 2014, 2015).

MNMs offer potentially significant benefits to
society thanks to their unique physical-chemical

properties (Dowling 2004). However, for the same
reason, concerns have been raised in regard to their
safety and evidences suggests that MNMs may pose
potential risks to the human health during their
complete life cycle (Som et al. 2010, 2011; Jamuna
and Ravishankar 2014; Jones et al. 2017). Therefore,
several efforts to evaluate and manage the environ-
mental and human risk posed by such materials
have been made. In the last decade, Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA), a standardized methodology for
quantifying the potential environmental and human
impacts of products and service over their complete
life cycle (ISO 2006a, 2006b), has been recognized
as a valuable methodology also in the field of nano-
technology (Kl€opffer et al. 2006). In the past couple
of years, the number of LCA studies in the field of
nanotechnology has steadily increased. Despite the
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growing body of literature concerning the applica-
tion of LCA in the field of nanotechnology, only a
few studies assessed the toxic impacts related to
MNMs emission into the environment. It is mainly
due to the existing gap of knowledge in the field of
risk assessment e.g. about the toxicity profile of
MNMs (Hischier and Walser 2012; Upadhyayula
et al. 2012; Salieri et al. 2018). For LCA study, the
USEtoxTM model, developed within the UNEP/SETAC
Life Cycle Initiative (Hauschild et al. 2008;
Rosenbaum et al. 2008), is the recommended model
for the assessment of human and freshwater tox-
icity impacts for organic and inorganic substances
(EC-JRC 2010). Within the USEtox framework, the
toxic effects of chemicals are expressed as Human
Effect Factor (HEF-case/kgintake), which reflects the
change in lifetime disease probability due to the
change in lifetime intake of a pollutant, and it is
calculated from ED50 values extrapolated from ani-
mal in vivo test (Fantke et al. 2017). However, those
values are not always available for emerging con-
taminants such as MNMs. Therefore, LCA practi-
tioners cannot calculate HEF and, as consequence,
LCA studies are missing the assessment of related
human toxicity impact category. In the last years,
an increasing application of in vitro toxicity test to
assess the hazard of MNM has been observed
(Drasler et al. 2017).

Hence, given the expansion of in vitro testing
strategies, we explore here a first strategy to incorp-
orate in vitro data into LCA methodology by mean-
ing of the relative potency factor (RPF) approach.
According to Calle and Zeighami (2000), the RPF
approach “is used to estimate the human risk by
using unit risk estimates for the chemical or
mixture.” In this approach the potency (e.g. the
dose necessary to yield a given level of toxic
response) of a chemical or mixture of interest is
compared to the potency of a characterized refer-
ence chemical using subhuman data (e.g. subcellu-
lar, cellular, animal) (Dudney et al. 1983; Calle and
Zeighami 2000). RPF values are calculated as the
ratio of e.g. ED50 values of well-characterized stand-
ard and of a reference substance. The RPF approach
is used in Risk Assessment to assess the toxicity of
certain substances (e.g. Pyrrolizidine alkaloids,
Dioxins, furans, PCBs) for which it was not possible
to generate comprehensive data on the toxicity of
all congeners (Van den Berg et al. 2006; Simon,

Britt, and James 2007; Merz and Schrenk 2016). We
performed in vitro toxicity tests for nano-CuO,
nano-Ag and nano-ZnO on human monocytic leuke-
mia cell line (THP-1), human gastrointestinal tract
cell line (CaCo-2) and human hepatocellular carcin-
oma epithelial (Hep-G2). Those cell lines are used
here as representative of two exposure routes:
inhalation and ingestion as well as systemic
exposed such as the liver. The liver cells were iden-
tified as systemic organ system, which is known,
that most of (targeted as well as non-targeted) par-
ticles will end up there (Guillouzo 1998). Of course,
this is a first set of cell models, which could be arbi-
trarily be extended, for further refinement of our
investigation. These cell lines were broadly used to
assess the bioresponse of nanomaterials. In particu-
lar, THP-1 cells were compared and verified with
their primary counterparts as human monocytes. In
previous studies it was shown that for acute cyto-
toxicity assessment the outcome of THP-1 is similar
to what is observed in primary cell cultures
(Bhattacharya et al. 2017). Based on the EC50 values
obtained by the in vitro test a RPF in subhuman
system has been calculated and then used to derive
ED50 values at the human level for the above men-
tioned nanoparticles. The RPF approach requires
that (i) the test and the reference substance share a
common mechanism of toxicity and (ii) test and
standard dose–response function curves differ only
in horizontal displacement (Villeneuve, Blankenship,
and Giesy 2000). Here, we investigated three nano-
particles – CuO, Ag, and ZnO – which are slightly
soluble in biological environments and their corre-
sponding ionic forms as reference substance in the
RPF approach. Indeed, as we discuss later in this
paper, there is evidence that the toxic effects of
those MNMs are driven by the release of their ionic
counterparts. Also, we will show the parallel
dose–response relationship among the nano-form
and the ionic form. Therefore, the ionic form of sol-
uble MNMs can be used here as reference sub-
stance. To our knowledge, the RPF approach has
not yet been used for nanomaterials. Our main goal
was to use a sound scientific approach to a new
class of substances for which toxicity data gaps still
exist. These gaps limit the application of LCA meth-
odologies in the field of nanomaterials products
(Salieri et al. 2018). In respect to the use of in vitro
alternatives, we are aware that the availability of
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reliable in vitro data is limited because either the
ionic counterparts or dose–response curves are
missing or are incomplete. However, in view of the
increasing availability of in vitro data for MNMs and
in the context of the LCA methodology, we aim to
provide a first attempt to calculate interim HEF val-
ues based on cytotoxicological data. Overall, the
HEF values here proposed will require reviewing
once (1) a method to convert – or a conversation
factor for – results from in vitro to in vivo is avail-
able, (2) ED50 values for the MNMs under investiga-
tion have been obtained or (3) if other modes of
action will be proven by future studies.

2. Method

2.1. Test compounds

Nanosilver (nano-Ag) NM-300K, was obtained from
the Joint Research Center (JRC), Ispra. Brief charac-
terization: size (TEM):17 nm; shape (TEM): crystalline
and faceted. Detailed characterization data of
NM-300K have been published in Klein et al.
(2011). The NM-300K silver dispersion has a nominal
concentration of 10% (w/w) and 4% (w/w) each
of Polyoxyethylene Glycerol Trioleate and
Polyoxyethylene (20) Sorbitan mono-Laurate (Tween
20). DLS determined for this dispersion a hydro-
dynamic diameter (z-average size) of 110 ± 3 nm.
This is in accordance with measurements performed
within NanoReg (eNanaMapper database NM-300K
size measurement results). Its size did not alter sig-
nificantly for the dispersion in cell culture media (z-
average 116 ± 5 nm). Nanocopper oxide (nano-CuO)
was obtained from Plasma Chem GmbH, Berlin,
Germany, Plasma Chem, no. OECD NSNP 301. CuO-
Core (purity: >99%; Average particle size TEM:
10–20 nm, spherical; DLS determined a hydro-
dynamic diameter (z-average) of 152 ± 4nm. Its size
remained similar for the dispersion in cell culture
media (z-average 158 ± 8 nm), which is in accord-
ance with Wongrakpanich et al. (2016); Zeta

potential: 14 ± 2; Specific surface area -BET:
42 ± 2m2/g) (Muoth et al. 2016).

Nanozinc oxide (nano-ZnO) (42 nm, JRC, no. NM-
110) was obtained from the Joint Research Center
(JRC), Ispra. The detailed characterization data of
nano-ZnO (JRC) are published in the JRC Scientific
and Technical Reports (see, Singh 2011). Brief char-
acterization: Size (TEM): 20–250 nm (quite
variable morphology); SEM analysis: zinc oxide
nanopowders were highly agglomerated and aggre-
gated; X-ray diffraction (XRD): crystallite diameter:
41.5 nm; DLS determined for this dispersion a
hydrodynamic diameter (z-average) of 275 ± 4 nm,
which is slightly larger than the sizes determined
within NanoReg, which was determined with
approximately 220 nm (eNanaMapper database NM-
110 size measurement results). In cell culture media,
polydisperse particle size distribution increased to
approximately 350 ± 10 nm). A summary of the key
properties of the tested compounds is reported in
Table 1.

2.2. In vitro toxicity tests

In vitro toxicity studies for nano-Ag, nano-CuO and
nano-ZnO were performed on three distinct cell
lines: CaCo-2, Hep-G2, and THP-1. The cell viability
was assessed by the novel MTS assay ISO norm
19007 (ISO 2018) after 48 h treatment, in order to
provide enough time for the nanomaterials to settle
down and interact with the cells. A description of
cell cultures, dispersion of nanomaterials in solution,
and the viability test are reported in the
Supplementary Information. Values of EC50, EC20,
and EC80 were calculated using Graphpad Prism
version 7.01 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA) with
the four parameters’ logistic model (4PL) used to fit
the concentration (as antagonist) against the assay
response. The model equation is given as

y ¼ d þ a�d

1þ x
c

� �b
 !

(1)

Table 1. The key properties of the tested compounds.
Nano-Ag Size (TEM)¼17 nm; shape crystalline

and faceted
Hydrodynamic diameter in

H2O (DLS)¼110 ± 3 nm
Hydrodynamic diameter (DLS) in cell

culture media: 116 ± 5 nm
Nano-CuO Size (TEM)¼10–20 nm;

Shape: Spherical
Hydrodynamic diameter in

H2O (DLS)¼152 ± 4 nm
Hydrodynamic diameter (DLS) in cell

culture media ¼ 158 ± 8 nm
Nano-ZnO Size (TEM)¼20–250 nm; quite

variable morphology
Hydrodynamic diameter in

H2O (DLS)¼275 ± 4 nm
Hydrodynamic diameter (DLS) in cell

culture media ¼ 350 ± 10 nm
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with, c the point of inflection (e.g. the point on the
S shaped curve halfway between a and d), b is the
Hill’s slope of the curve (e.g. this is related to the
steepness of the curve at EC50), d is the maximum
value that can be obtained (at a concentration of
MNM (x) of 0 mg/mL), a is the minimum value that
can be obtained (at maximum concentration), and
y is the relative viability (%). The point of inflection
c is identical with EC50 value.

2.3. Relative potency factor approach

The relative potency factor (RPF) value is calculated
as

RPF ¼ D reference
D test

(2)

where Dreference and Dtest are, respectively, the doses
of the reference chemical and the test chemical
that results in the same degree of toxicity. Key to
this approach is the assumption that the RPF of the
subhuman system e.g. cellular level (dreference/dtest)
is equal to that of the human system (Dreference/
Dtest):

dreference
dtest

¼ Dreference

Dtest
(3)

Thus,

Dtest ¼ Dreference � dtest
dreference

(4)

Hence, the approach provides a means of esti-
mating human risk from a chemical substance for
which no human dose–response information is
available (Dudney et al. 1983), Calle and Zeighami
(2000). Here, Equation (4) was applied to MNMs,
using the ionic form of the MNM under investiga-
tion as a reference substance, and at EC50 a point
of estimation, thus

ED50test ðnano formÞ ¼ ED50reference ðionic formÞ

� EC50test ðnano formÞ
EC50reference ðionic formÞ

(5)

where ED50reference (ionic form) corresponds to the
ED50inh/ing,non-cancer (kg lifetime�1) values for Ag (I),
Zn (II), and Cu (II); values that are available in the
USEtox database for inorganic substance; ED50 test
(kg lifetime�1) corresponds to the ED50 for the
nanoform, estimated by using the RP approach;
EC50test and EC50reference are the in vitro EC50 values

(Table S2) – calculated in our laboratory for the pur-
pose of this study – for the nanoparticle under
investigation and their ionic form, respectively. In
general, the RPF is calculated by comparing the
EC50 values of the two compounds (Villeneuve,
Blankenship, and Giesy 2000). We assume that the
ratio in the subhuman system (e.g. EC50ionic form/
EC50nano form) is equal to the ratio of ED50ionic form/
ED50nano form. The RPF estimate is valid only when
the dose–response curves for the reference and test
substances are statistically parallel (Villeneuve,
Blankenship, and Giesy 2000); therefore, the
dose–response curves being compared should be
identical except for their position along the x-axis
where the log-dose is plotted against the response
(Villeneuve, Blankenship, and Giesy 2000). The paral-
lelism of the concentration-response curves for the
nanoparticles and their corresponding ionic forms
was tested here, as below described. When the two
curves are parallel, a similar range of values for
RPF20-RPF50-RPF80 are observed. Furthermore, to
verify whether the two curves are parallel, we have
tested the similarity of the slopes using the log-
transformed normalized data using the GraphPad
software. It is important to keep in mind that the
fitted slopes are quite sensitive to the natural bio-
logical variability in these types of assays. Hence,
statistical testing can easily result in false positive
or false negative conclusions. Therefore, a level of
trust scheme was developed with (i) p-value smaller
than 0.05 and with slopes within the confidence
interval (CI) ¼> highly trusted, (ii) p-value larger
than 0.05 but slopes parallel within given CI ¼>

trusted, and (iii) both conditions not given ¼> less
trusted. This trust schemes means that depending
on the determined level derived results and conclu-
sions can be handled accordingly.

3. Results

3.1. In vitro toxicity tests

Figure 1 shows the concentration–response curves
for the here examined MNMs and their correspond-
ing ions on CaCo-2, Hep-G2, and THP-1 cells. The
effective concentration EC20, EC50, EC80 is summar-
ized in Table S2 in the Supplementary Information.
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3.2. Relative potency factors

RPFs were calculated in accordance to Eq. (2)
(Table 2) by using the EC20, EC50, EC80 (Table S2) as
point of response extrapolated from the testing on
the CaCo-2, HepG2 cell, and THP-1 cell lines, which
were assumed to be representative of oral and
inhalation exposure routes. The parallelism of the
concentration–response curve for the nanoparticles
and their corresponding ionic forms was investi-
gated by (i) observing the degree of variation
among the RPF20-RP50-RPF80 of each cell line and
(ii) testing the similarity of the slopes among the
concentration–response curve of nanoparticle and
their corresponding ionic form.

The degree of variation among the ranges of
RPF20-RPF50-RPF80 or the three cell lines is repre-
sented in Table 1. The following observations are
recorded for the dose–response curves for the three
cell lines investigated:

� CaCo-2 cell: The curves are similar for Ag, Zn,
and Cu, with significant parallel slopes, and a

high level of trust can be attributed to each.
Moreover, only minor variations among the
range of values for RPF20, RPF50, and RPF80 are
observable for the three nanoparticles.

� THP-1 cell: The curves for Zn have a significant
parallel slope and a constant RPFx ratio, thereby
exhibiting a high level of trust. The Ag curves
are parallel, because their slopes are similar
within the CI, but their RPFx ratio is one order of
magnitude apart. Therefore, their level of trust
was down-graded to “low level.” The curves for
Cu are visibly not parallel, thus their level of
trust is low.

� Hep-G2 cell: The curves for Zn are significantly
parallel and the RPFx is nearly constant; a normal
level of trust is therefore assigned. For Cu, the
curves show significant parallel slopes but the
ECx ratio is constant; hence a high level of trust
is assigned. The curves for Ag are only similar
within the given CI and, besides, are one order
of magnitude apart; a low level of trust was
therefore assigned.

Figure 1. Concentration-effect data of nano-Ag, nano-CuO, and nano-ZnO. Log concentration-response curve for CaCo-2 THP-1,
Hep-G2 cell for nano-Ag, nano-CuO, nano-ZnO (circle) and their corresponding ionic forms (squares) after 48 h of treatment. The
cell viability is assessed by MTS assay and the data are represented as mean± SD of three independent experiments. All the fig-
ures use the same scale.
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3.3. Calculation of ED50,h values and human effect
factors (HEF)

ED50,h (kg lifetime�1) values for non-carcinogenic
effects on humans via inhalation and ingestion
route (ED50ing/inh,nc and ED50inh/inh,nc) for nano-Ag,
nano-CuO, and nano-ZnO, are calculated according
to Eq.5 and reported in Table 3.

Following the USEtox framework, we calculated
the HEFs (cases/kgintake) for the three MNMs
(Table 4). The procedure to calculate HEF is
reported in the Supporting Information.

The HEF values reported in brackets are based
on ED50 (Table 3) for which a low level of trust is
assigned and, therefore, they should be used with
caution. Therefore, we suggest to not use the HEF –

non-cancer effect via inhalation – derived form
THP-1 cell lines.

4. Discussion

The toxicity of soluble nanoparticles is often attrib-
uted to metal ion release (Notter, Mitrano, and
Nowack 2014; Djuri�si�c et al. 2015) however, the

contribution of particle-specific toxicity to overall
effect is still challenging to evaluate (McShan, Ray,
and Yu 2014). The toxicity of metal nanoparticles is
a function of their ability to release metal ions,
which depends on the type of nanoparticle, size,
and the environmental conditions (Bondarenko
et al. 2013). Nanoparticles can be taken up by the
cells mainly by endocytosis, the “Trojan horse”
mechanism (Park et al. 2010; Bondarenko et al.
2013; Hsiao et al. 2015). In this case, the particles
may dissolve within cell organelles such as endo-
somes or lysosomes and create hot spots of high
ionic concentrations, higher than an equivalent
ionic concentration applied. The metal ions are
then released into the cytosol of the cells where
they may bind to proteins and cause cytotoxic
effects that can finally lead to cell death. A litera-
ture review on publications where the authors
considered the toxicity of MNMs and their corre-
sponding ions is reported in Tables S3–S5. For the
here examined MNM the following “mechanisms of
toxicity” were identified:

� Nano-Ag: Nano silver itself is less toxic than its
ionic counterparts (Notter, Mitrano, and Nowack
2014). However, nano silver is taken up by the
cells and will accumulate in cell organelles like
endosomes and lysosomes (Park et al. 2010; Xiu
et al. 2012). From there silver ions can be
released and will bind, due to their high affinity,
to proteins on enzymes and will thereby cause
severe toxic effects (McShan, Ray, and Yu 2014).
In contrast, Cronholm et al. (2013) observed a
high uptake but lack of toxicity of Ag-nano, due
to low intracellular release of silver ions.
However, silver ions seem to be toxic via

Table 3. The ED50ing/inh,nc (kgintake/lifetime) for nano-Ag,
nano-CuO, nano-ZnO calculated for different cell lines (values
in brackets have a low level of trust, Table 1).

ED50ing,nc; CaCo-2 Hep-G2 THP-1
ED50inh,nc ED50ing,nc ED50ing,nc ED50inh,nc

Ag (I)� 0.05; 0.05
Nano-Ag 0.8 0.8 (0.4)
Cu (II)� 54; 54
Nano-CuO 67 48 (11)
Zn (II)� 14; 14
Nano-ZnO 20 22 18
�Note: The ED50inh,c (kgintake/lifetime) and ED50ing,nc (kgintake/lifetime) val-
ues for Ag (I), Cu (II) and Zn (II) are 5.63E–02, 5.48Eþ 01, and 1.46Eþ 01.
The ED50 for cancer effect are not available in USEtox. Source: USEtox 2.1
database for inorganic chemical).

Table 2. RPF20-RP50-RPF80 values for the three metals investigated.
RPF20 RPF50 RPF80 Statistical investigation Observation Level of trust

CaCO-2 cell line
Ag 0.07 0.07 0.07 Parallel (similar slope) ECx ratio is constant High
CuO 0.9 0.8 0.8 Parallel (similar slope) ECx ratio is constant High
Zn 0.8 0.7 0.7 Parallel (similar slope) ECx ratio is constant High

Hep-G2 cell line
Ag 0.05 0.07 0.07 Parallel based on CI; low level of trust ECx ratio is constant High
CuO 1.3 1.1 1.0 Parallel (similar slope) ECx ratio is constant High
Zn 0.7 0.7 0.6 Parallel (similar slope) ECx ratio is constant High

THP-1 cell line
Ag 0.1 0.1 0.01 Parallel based on CI; low level of trust ECx ratio is not constant Low
CuO 7.2 5.1 3.1 Not parallel; low level of trust ECx ratio is not constant Ambiguous
Zn 0.8 0.8 0.9 Parallel (similar slope) ECx ratio is constant High

The level of trust combines the outcome of the statistical investigation and of the observation. The uncertainty of the RPF20-RPF50-RPF80 was estimated
to be at least 20% based on the uncertainty evaluation of the experimental EC50 calculation.
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extracellular mechanisms causing cell mem-
brane damage.

� Nano-CuO: Endocytosis has been identified as
the primary pathway of nano-CuO uptake into
human cell (Wang et al. 2012). Once inside the
cell, nano-CuO dissolves easily, presumably
inside lysosomes, and Cu-ions are released into
the cytosol of the cells. The released copper ions
will affect cell behavior (damage mitochondria,
Reactive Oxygen Species-ROS generation, DNA
damage, etc.). Wang et al. (2012) investigated
the toxicity of nano-CuO on A549 cells and
stated that endocytosis was the primary pathway
of nano-CuO uptake. The authors identified oxi-
dative stress as the primary cytotoxicity
response. In the same study, Cu (II) ions were
assessed to contribute less than half to the total
toxicity caused by nano-CuO. Cronholm et al.
(2013) confirmed that the nano-CuO toxicity was
predominantly mediated by intracellular uptake
and copper ion release. The dissolution of CuO
particles was indicated as the key factor for ROS
generation and DNA damage in sub-acute toxic
effect on Escherichia coli bacteria (Bondarenko
et al. 2012).

� Nano-ZnO: For this metal nanoparticle, it is diffi-
cult to determine whether the cytotoxicity is due
to direct contact of the material with cellular
components (Moos et al. 2010) or via their extra-
cellular dissolution and generation of soluble
zinc ions (Berntsen et al. 2010; Heng et al. 2010).
So far, the toxicity has been directly related to
particle dissolution and release of zinc ions in
culture media, as well as uptake of particles by
specific endosomal compartments in the cells
(Gazaryan et al. 2007; Xia et al. 2008). Song et al.
(2010) suggested that Zn ions released from dis-
solved ZnO particles produced intracellular ROS.
However, the authors proposed that ROS was
not responsible for mitochondrial damage but

rather that the entry of nano ZnO or Zinc ions
into the cells lead to mitochondrial damage,
leading to ROS generation. Buerki-Thurnherr
et al. (2013) postulated that zinc ions were enter-
ing most likely through “zinc transporters” into
the cells, as zinc ions do not readily pass the
plasma membrane by passive diffusion. Zinc ions
are stored as long as there is space in the lyso-
somes. But once the concentration of zinc ions
reaches a certain level, the zinc ions are released
into the cytosol, where they lead to an apoptotic
cell death.

Hence, there is evidence that (i) the ion release
plays a key role in the toxicity of soluble nanopar-
ticles such as nano-Ag, ZnO and CuO (Wang et al.
2012; Yang et al. 2012; Buerki-Thurnherr et al. 2013;
Cronholm et al. 2013; Kaiser et al. 2013; Hjorth et al.
2017); (ii) mechanism of toxicity of Ag (I), Zn (II), Cu
(II) is similar to those of their nanoform e.g. cellular
damage, ROS formation, and DNA damage (Wang
et al. 2012). The above reported evidences justify
our assumption to use the ionic form as reference
substance in the RPF approach. In addition, our
finding i.e. the parallelism of the curve supports this
assumption. However, there is still a lack of consen-
sus about the mechanism of toxicity of soluble
nanomaterials; hence, our approach need to be
revisit once a clearer understanding of the mechan-
ism of toxicity of such compounds will be available.
Notably, changes in particle size as well as incuba-
tion time have an influence in the release kinetics
of the released ions, the smaller the particles the
higher release is expected, but the dose depend-
ency would remain the same. An extensive data
pool of the same type of nanoparticle, but with dif-
ferent sizes and surface modification would provide
a RPF range instead of single RPF value.

The RPF approach requires a parallel dose (or
concentration) – response relationship among the

Table 4. HEF (cases/kgintake) calculated for the three MNMs and the HEF values reported in the USEtox database for Ag (I), Cu
(II), and Zn (II).
USEtox non-cancer effect values for
inhalation and ingestion exposure route

THP-1 (inhalation)-non
cancer effect

CaCo-2 (ingestion)-non
cancer effect

Hep-G2 (systemic exposure)-non
cancer effect

Inorg. substance HEF MNM HEF MNM HEF MNM HEF

Ag (I) 8.8Eþ00 Ag 1.2Eþ00 Ag 5.9E-01 Ag 5.9E-01
Cu (II) 9.1E-03 Cu 4.5E-02 Cu 7.5E-03 Cu 1.0E-02
Zn (II) 3.4E-02 Zn 2.9E-02 Zn 2.5E-02 Zn 2.3E-02
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tested (here, nanoform) and reference substance
(here, ionic form). We investigated this requirement
(Table 2). Remarkably, the shape of the dose–res-
ponse curves can be influenced by several factors
such as the type of MNM or the cell type. In our
case, the influence of the selected particles on the
shape of the dose–response curve is less prominent
than that of the cells themselves. CaCo-2 and Hep-
G2 are both non phagocytotic cells that most likely
take up particles via macropinocytosis (Singh and
Ramarao 2012; He et al. 2013), whereas THP-1 cells
incorporate particles by phagocytosis (Daigneault
et al. 2010). The different uptake pathways lead to
different fates of the MNM within the cells and dif-
ferent bio-responses. In addition, unlike Hep-G2 and
CaCo-2 cells, which are adherent cells, THP-1 cells
are suspension cells. This has a direct influence
on the dosimetry as, assuming the same
administered dose for all cell types, the effective
dose for adherent cells differs compared to that of
suspension cells (Hinderliter et al. 2010); hence, the
dose–response curve will be different.

For concentration (or dose) –response relation-
ships that do not conform to the assumption of
parallel slopes, the RPFs values vary over the
response range. Thus, RPF20-RPF50-RPF80 would dif-
fer. The degree of variation between RPF20-RPF50-
RPF80 is “dependent on the degree of variation
between the slopes of the reference substance (e.g.
ionic form) and sample substances (e.g. nano-form)
(Villeneuve, Blankenship, and Giesy 2000). Table 2
reports the RPFs for all the three MNMs for the
three different cell lines. In our study a low
degree of variation among the RPF20-RPF50-RPF80 of
CaCO-2 cell line and Hep-G2 cell line was observed
for all the three MNMs because a constant ECx
ratio was observed and thus, a parallel
concentration–response relationship was suggested.
For the THP-1 cell line a variation among the RPF20-
RPF50-RPF80 was observed for Ag and CuO. Thus,
they do not conform to the assumption of parallel
slopes; for this reason, we suggest using those val-
ues with caution and they were not applied to
derive HEFs. In accordance to our observation about
the degree of variation among REPX values, signifi-
cant parallel curves have been revealed for in vitro
test performed on CaCO-2 and on Hep-G2 cells for
all the three nanomaterials; no significant parallel

curves were revealed for CuO and Ag on THP-1
cell line.

According to the RPF approach, RPF value close
to 1 means that the ionic and the nano-form pro-
duce the same response at the same concentration.
Therefore, the two substances can be considered as
equipotent. In our study, this is the case for ZnO
and CuO for CaCO-2 and Hep-G2 cell lines. In our
study RPF < 1 were calculated for Ag for CaCO-2
and Hep-G2. This suggests that the nano-form is
less potent than the ionic form; thus, a concentra-
tion of the tested substance produces the same
result as does a lower concentration of the refer-
ence substance (ionic form). For RPF >1, the tested
substance is more potent than the refer-
ence substance.

In this study we assume that a RPF calculated by
using ED50tested and ED50reference would not signifi-
cantly differ from the RPF calculated based on EC50
values. Indeed, these values (e.g. ECx and EDx) are
system properties that are dependent on the tox-
icity tests performed, the exposure routes, the
organisms tested and the organs tested. Here, the
EC50 for the reference substances and the tested
substances were calculated by applying similar sys-
tem properties. Hence, in our approach, in vitro
EC50 values were used to obtain human ED50 val-
ues, which may increase the uncertainty on the final
result, but is still more confident than that avoids
any tangible evaluation. Additional uncertainty
factors that can be used to convert data from sub-
human systems (e.g. in vitro data) to human sys-
tems have not been applied. Such factors are hard
to calculate and further studies are required to find
(further) correlations between in vitro and in vivo
results. Hence, the here proposed values may need
to be revisited once such conversation factors
become available.

There are only few studies in the literature in
which HEF values for MNMs are presented (Pini
et al. 2016; Buist et al. 2017; Laurent et al. 2017;
Tsang et al. 2017). Hence, it was only possible to
perform a limited comparison here. Furthermore,
those studies that do exist each focus on nano-
TiO2, which was not considered in the present
study. Nano-TiO2 is a highly insoluble substance
(Clemente et al. 2012) and, thus, other mechanisms
of toxicity (e.g. particle aggregation/agglomeration,
crystallinity, surface area) rather than dissolution
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have to be considered (Johnston et al. 2009). Given
that dissolution was considered as the predominant
mechanism of toxicity of the here investigated
metal MNMs, a comparison of our findings with
those for nano-TiO2 is not appropriate or valid.
Buist et al. (2017) derived a HEF values for nano-Ag
by converting ED50 values calculated through
in vitro animal testing (see Equation S1 in the
Supporting Information). The authors calculated a
HEF value of 13 cases/kgintake for inhaled nano-Ag,
which is much higher than the corresponding value
calculated here, 1.2 cases/kgintake.

Notably, our HEF for inhalation for nano-Ag
should be used with caution since the requirements
of the parallelism between the curves were not
respected for silver. In addition, the here calculated
HEF for nano-Ag (non-carcinogenic effect, ingestion
as exposure route) is compared with HEF values
derived from in vivo ED50 values available in litera-
ture, following the extrapolation procedure
reported in USEtoxTM (Fantke et al. 2017) and
described in the supporting information. Kim et al.
(2010) performed a sub-chronic oral toxicity study
on F344 rats and reported a NOAEL (no observable
adverse effect level) of 30mg/kg and LOAEL (lowest
observable adverse effect level) of 125mg/kg. In
comparison with the study performed by Kim et al.
(2010) the HEF extrapolated using a NOAEL value is
in the same order of magnitude of the HEF
here calculated.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents the first application of RPF
approach to estimate “interim” HEF values for
MNMs from in vitro data. The approach was applied
to three soluble nanoparticles, nano-CuO, nano-Ag,
and nano-ZnO. These MNMs were selected as it is
possible to directly link their effects to those of
their ionic counterparts, which makes them model
particles for a first application. The approach was
developed to overcome the dearth of available
HEFs for MNMs. However, it is worth noting that
the study focused only on the application of the
approach to soluble MNMs. Whilst we speculate
that the RPF approach can also be used for insol-
uble MNMs by using the bulk counterpart as a ref-
erence substance, further investigation using
insoluble nanoparticles such as nano-TiO2 and

nano-SiO2 is required to better understand its
broader applicability and relevance.

HEF values (non-carcinogenic effect, via inges-
tion) for nano-Ag, nano-Cu and nano-Zn are pro-
posed. Notably, the HEF for nano-Ag should be
used with caution.

A comparison of our values with HEF calculated
on in vivo studies is still challenging due to the lack
of those values reported in literature. However, we
compared the here proposed HEF (non-carcinogenic
effect, ingestion) for nano-Ag with other HEF
extrapolated from in vivo toxicity values reported in
literature. Our value is in the same order of magni-
tude of the HEF extrapolated from NOAEL value. We
are aware that the outcome of our research cannot
be considered as conclusive, but rather as a prelim-
inary approach to apply in vitro data in an LCIA con-
text. Further investigations could be performed by
exploring and integrating other data gap filling tech-
niques, such as biological surface adsorption index
(BSAI), as done by Xia et al. (2011), or further lever-
age other approaches, such as PBPK modeling using
a reverse dosimetry, to extrapolate in vitro concen-
tration–response curves to in vivo dose–response
curves from which points of departure (PoDs) for the
risk assessment of chemicals can be derived. Those
studies can also provide the scalability of such assays
(Strikwold et al. 2013; Louisse et al. 2015; Strikwold
et al. 2017). Until more comprehensive toxicity data
(e.g. ED50), as well as more sophisticated methods to
convert in vitro data to in vivo data become avail-
able, we can consider the procedure presented here
as an early assessment of HEF based on in vitro data.
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